WARRANTY & CARE GUIDE
FLOOR MATS
Congratulations on purchasing your premium educational carpet!
When purchasing on behalf of your school or library, finding products that balance value for
money and quality can be a difficult decision. Educational carpets are no exception to this rule.
By purchasing a premium quality floor mat you have chosen a product that will stand up to
the rigours of a classroom envrionment. Unlike standard mats that will deteriorate, fade,
crease, wrinkle and wear more quickly over time. You will still be loving your premium quality
floor mat in years to come!

Premium Collection - Pixel Perfect Collection - KIDSoft Collection

Lifetime Limited Wear Warranty: All of our floor mats in this range are manufactured
in the United States of America by Carpet for Kids ® and are backed by the manufacturers Lifetime Limited Wear Warranty. The warranty assures your rug can handle the
wear and tear of your space.
Carpet for Kids is the industry leader in high quality, educational children’s rugs. They guarantee that
your new carpet will not wear more than 10 percent by abrasion. If this occurs, CFK agrees to replace
the carpet subject to its usage schedule. In the event that the identical carpet is not available, you
may choose from a selection of carpets of comparable quality.
Damage caused by improper installation, pets, tears, spills, cuts, pilling, shedding, matting, crushing,
burns and improper maintenance or cleaning methods are not manufacturing defects and are excluded.
KIDply Backing System: features a revolutionary patented technology that assures your rug looks better for longer and has
dimensional stability.
The backing helps prevent wrinkling and creasing and is unmatched in softness and flexibility providing you with quality
performance in your carpet.
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Fire Code Rating: Meets NFPA 253, Class 1 fire code requierments.
Premium fire testing.
Radiant Panel: >.45 watts/cm. sq. (ASTM-E648 Class 1)
NBS Smoke Chamber:<450 flaming & nonflaming
(ASTM-E662 NFPA-258: Methanimine Tablet
Self extinguishing (DOC-FF-1)

Green Label Plus: All mats meet the CRI’s Green Label Plus certification, the most
stringent testing in the industry.
Green Label and Green Label Plus ensure that customers are purchasing among the
lowest emitting carpet, adhesive and cushion products on the market.
CRI designed the Green Label and Green Label Plus programs for architects, builders, specifiers and
facility mangers who want assurances that carpet and adhesive products meet the most stringent
criteria for low chemical emissions.
20X Stain Protection: True Stain Blocker Technology makes clean up a cinch
using only hot water extraction with no harsh chemicals necessary. All of the
fibers are completely saturated with the stain treatment. Tested to ensure
carpets provide safe area for children to learn and play while supporting your
efforts to provide a clean and healthy environment.
Advanced stain protection locks the colour in to provide a protective barrier against staining and
soiling. Even after multiple hot water cleanings, our carpet retains 70% – 100% of its cleaning protection! This is NOT a topical spray or foam treatment like other brands that wear off after a few
cleanings, or have no stain protection at all.
Clean with Hot Water: We recommend just hot water exctraction only as a carpet cleaning method (no harsh chemicals). At a tempreature range of 600 - 650. This tempreature
should be able to neutralise most bacetria and virus concerns.
More cleaning tips on the next page.
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How to clean and care for your floor mat:
For whole rug and spot cleaning, over the counter “dry cleaners” will do the job. They are good because they can be vacuumed out of the rug and not leave any residue.
The main thing to avoid is any cleaner with bleach or strong chemicals that would cause the dye to
run. It is always good to test an area for colorfastness before using something across a large area of
the rug.
DO use approved powdered dry cleaning products.
DO spot test with cleaner, for color-fastness before using over larger areas.
When cleaning, always blot, NEVER scrub or rub abrasively. This may create a fuzzy area.
When vacuuming, DO NOT vacuum over serge. This can cause serge yarn to become frayed
and torn.
DO NOT use Bonnet System cleaning method.
DO NOT saturate carpet with wet solution.
How do I get my KIDply Backing rug to lay flat:
With our patented KIDply® backing our rugs may not relax flat right away after being rolled tight in
shipping.
Unroll your rug and lay out overnight. It should relax flat on it’s own.
For quicker results, try to reverse roll the the ends of your rug (backwards from how it was originally
rolled) and then lay it back out flat.

My furniture left dents in the carpet:
Try not to set furniture on the carpet.
Move furniture often.
Use castors to prevent indents.
If you have a dent that isn’t coming out, lightly spritz the area with water and then blow with a hair
dryer pinching the fibers of the carpet to raise them back up.
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